Derivatives and integrals. This section presents theorems for the
Laplace transforms of functions H(a)(x) and Faß(x, y) defined in [2] ; these include pure derivatives and integrals as well as operations such as (d/dx)foF(x, v)dv. The hypotheses are more general than those customarily given. H and F are taken to be functions of class Am. The definitions and basic properties of this class are given in [2] . In brief, functions of class Ao are defined on measurable kernels of 7=(0, 00) or of Q = IXI and are summable in finite intervals or rectangles. For m ^ 1, a function of class Am is defined on I or Q and its derivatives of order m -1 are absolutely continuous in finite intervals or rectangles, with proper attention to boundary values. Lemma. Let RGA0 and let 0^<ro = <ri+a, 0^t0 = ti+Z». If fora, ß, ct+ßum; O^p, q; p+q = m; i = a -p£0;j = ß -q£0. Apply the lemma to R = Fpq. Then (1.5) holds for i, j^O.
Formula (1.10) holds in particular for a = ß = i+p=j+a = 0. Each term on the right-hand side of the resulting formula has a boundedly convergent transform for (r><ro, t>to. On substituting this expression for r(s, t) into (1.5), we have
for ff><To, t>tq, when i, j^O; O^p, q; p+q = m.
To establish the results relating to Z,[Fa3], we will divide the admissible a and ß into six cases. In each case we will find p, q, i, j satisfying the inequalities for which (1.10) holds. Transforming (1.10) gives the desired results. Case 6. ot+ß<m -1, a<m,ß<0. Takep = m, q = 0,i=ct-m,j = ß.
Again £ [!?<,■] converges regularly. Since a+k^m -1, jS<0, a+k+ß <m -\, Lt[Ga+k,ß] converges regularly and so does the transform of the first sum of (1.10). In the second sum ß+d^ß-j-KO, ct<m, a-\-ß+d <m -1 so that Ha,ß+d vanishes a.e. In the third sum ca+k,ß+d = 0. Hence, Z. When ab>0, (2.4) is established as above for any (s, t)ÇzR such that as -bt^O. There are always points in R at which as -bt = 0, namely (bt/a, t) with t> \a\ ka. To obtain a formula which holds at these points, multiply through (2.4) by (as -bt)m+n+1. Since the functions in the resulting equation are holomorphic in R, we can differentiate them w+w-t-1 times with respect to s and take limits as s-*bt/a. The left member approaches am+n+l(m-\-n-\-\) \w(bt/a, t) as a limit, using the fact that v(s, t) is itself holomorphic, and the first sum on the right -K). Formula (2.5) is obtained by equating the limits of the left side and of the differentiated second sum.
3. Integration along a Une. A familiar line integral in the plane is foF(u, y)du where the integration is taken along a line parallel to the x-axis, from the y-axis to a point P: (x, y) in Q. A natural extension of this is the following: let Li and L2 be two nonparallel lines, making angles of a and ß respectively with the positive x-axis where O^a, ß<w. Let P: (x, y) be any point of Q and consider a line L through P, parallel to Li and intersecting L2 at a point P2. The parametric equations of L and L2 are X = x -ç cos a, X = x0 + n cos ß, The function W is defined for (x, y)(E.Q but the path of integration may extend outside the first quadrant so that F may need to be defined in a region larger than Q. We shall assume that F is defined everywhere in E2 and is summable in every finite rectangle. (Set F= 0 where it is undefined.) In addition, let F satisfy conditions sufficient to insure the existence of W; for example, let F be continuous in E1. For Oga^ir/2 fis, t) + Wiis) sin a + w2(t) cos a Set P(z) = W2(z) for z ^ 0, P(z) = Wi(-z cot a) for z < 0, 0<a<ir/2, P(z) =0 for z<0, w/2<a<ir. Then P(y -x tan a) = W2(y -x tan a) for x tan a g y = Wi(x -y cot a) for # tan a ^ y.
W\ is summable in every finite interval since flWi(u)du equals the
